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Abstract

We discuss modified Newton rnethods, by looking at an appro:<imation error

of a nurnericai app:oximation on an integfal, and propo,se a modification using

midpoint rule" Comparison alnong the discussed methods is also given by

mnsidering computational costs.
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Introduction
Finding a root of a nonlinea"r equation in one variable, l@) :0, is a familiar to-
pic included in a numerical analysis course, since these types of problems raised in
many field. Many methods have been developed to tackle this type of problem. The

developments were done by modifying existing methods, such as [3] [5] [6] [8], or by

introducing a new method which have the same cha,racteristics with the old methods,

such as [1]. The aim of all dcvelopments is to find a method which shail corrvergent

faster than the old ones, and is also reliable.
Among ttre found methods, Newton's method is the most fomous oller which

is quadraticly convergent. Many authors are interested in modifying this method to
obtain a higher order method. The first third order method resulted on the rnodifying
this method appeared in Wall [9].

Hasanov et al. [5] have suggested an improvement to the iteration of Nev''ton's me-

thod. They have approximated the indefinite integral usiag Simpson formula instead

of rectangle of the left Reimann sum. Their idea follows what have been doue by We-

erakoon and Fernando [S], where they have approximated the indefinite integral using

trapezoidal rule. Both of these new improvements have a third order convergence.

In this study we suggest a modification r-rf the iteration of Newton's meihod by

approximating the indefinite integral using a midpoint rule. The modified method

need cne functional and two fir'st derivative evaluations.
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2 Sorne Modified Newton's Methods
Newton's method (NM) for computing the root a of the nonlinear equation /(r) : O

'is to start with initial estimate 16 sufficiently close to the root a and to use the one

point iteration

(1)

as the root of the

{2)

following obivious

f (*")frn+t: r" - f,@;
where r," is the n-th aproximation of o. We rnay also view rn+r
two-term Taylor expansion or linear model of / about rn,l7),

Mt") : I @) + f' {x"){r * r,,).

part this local model can be viewed as the

It
t@):l@)+ I /'(s)ds

J s,^

Newton approxinrates ff /'(s)ds i" (3) using the left Reimann-sum for one interval,

By integrating by
identity[4],

resulted in

(3)

(4)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(e)

(10)

l'.f' {40, x f' (x*)(r - no),

which can be visualized as Figure 1(a). On substituting (4) into (3), setting f {t) :0
rearranging the terms of the resulting equation, we end up with the equation (1).

Weerakoon and Fbrnando [8] approximate the indefinite integral involved in (3)

by the trapezoidal rule, see Figure 1.(b),

f.'^,'uro,=(fr*re)(,-,*), (b)

and then by some algebra they end up with the following scheme ("NM)

2l{*")
,t"n*l - *n

f'@") * "f'(rl*r)
- f (*")frn+t: r" _ 

f,(X*)

The.y prove that the scheme is a third order convergesce. The way they choose ri*t
as in (7) was introduce for the first time by Wall in {9].

Followiag the Weerakoon's'and Fernando's idea, Hasanov et al. [S] approximate
the indefinite integral involved in (3) by Simpson rule, see Figure 1(c). They obtain

the follouring scheme(SNM)

6f {r"\frn+L: frn -
f' @i*r) + a/'{r[]t) + "f'(r")
f {"")frn+l : frn TG;

** f (r")nn+r_*"_iVG*)

They prove that this method is third order convergence-



J'(s)
f'{{*{")

t'{*"1

Figure 1: Graph of approximation of {:^/'(s)ds using (a) left Reimann*sur:r, (b)

T[apezoidal rule, (c) Simpson rule, and (d) Midpoint rule



Now we look at the approximation error of numerical methods for an approxima-
tion of an integra,l of a functio4 / which is smooth enough. The approximation error
of Tbapezoidal rule is given by

Ey:: 
f,o 

ttd* *f;tro+ /ib))) : -,lir",' r,{0, (11)

where ( e (a, b) and / e C2[a, b]. The aoproxiraation error of Simpson rule is given
by

Es :: 
f,u 

,tdor: f trr*l + 4f t#) + r(a)) = - t' ;#''/(u)(€), (12)

where € € (o, b) and / e Ca[a, b], and the approxirnation error of midpoint rule

Ey:: 
l.n ltdo**{b* r}f{ryr:ry/'(€), (13)

where f € (a,b) and J e Q2[a,b],{2)

We see that the approximation error of the roidpoint rule needs the same smooth-
ness as the trapezoidal rule. We only require the recond derivative of / instead of the
fourth derirative of / for Simsons rule. The absolute value of midpoint approximation
error is slightly smaller than the trapezoidal rule,. by cornparing the constant in frout
of the derivative of /. Flom this view we may use the midpoint rule to approximate
the indefinite integral involved. (3), see Figure 1(d), i;hat is

{" i'(r)or= (r - *)/(1+e)
Js^

On substituting (14) into (3) we obtain the local model

fri1"1 :f@*)+(r- ilf(ry)
We take the next iterative point as the root of local model (15),

fr{l,n*} : G,

and by arranging resulting equation we have

f (r')rn*r: {"_ 
f,(*).

Now, let ri+r : ** in (16), then approxirnate ro11 using Newton's method (1)

, i'e.

In+l:"--ffi
Hence

ffi*',,]
sl+l: "-*ffi

Then we propose the scherne (MNL{)

f (r")frn*r:""- 
l,@;*rj

where r[*, is given by (17)

(14)

(15)

rl+r : *1""

(16)

(17)

(i8)



3 Comparisons

. 3.1 Analytical Comparisons

For analytical comparisons we look into cornputational costs of the methods. From
Table 1, we see that all methods need only one function evaluation. The modified
methods, TNM and MNM, need an expense in the derivarive of /. From this point, we

can say that TNM and MNM are compa,rable in the functional evaluation. However

if the cost of an addition is comparable with a multiplication the computational cost

of MNM is fewer than TNM

Table 1: Comparisons of the computational costs of the modified methodscom

Methoc
Cost of

addition/subtraction multiplication /division f (") f '{r)
NM 1 1 i 1

M 3 3 I 2

SNM 4 5 1 3

MNM 2 ,.) 1 2

Comparisons of the number of iterations of the modified methodTable 2: t nuIIl terations ot the modmed metnods

f{") tO
N umber Iterations Timetoooo

NM .fNM SNM MNM NM 'INM SNM MNM

cos(r) * r

2.00 5 5 4 4 0.886 o.942 1.006 0.820

3.00 8 10 5 5 0.982 r.592 L.207 0.847

1.70 t) 4 4 4 0.899 U.U94 L002 0.777

-1.t u I 4 5 I 1.069 0.961 t.229 u.ybb

4.00 Nu I 5 5 Nu r.5to r.22 0.804

(s-1.0)3-1

2.50 T 5 5 5 0.554 0.648 0.553 0.541

4.00 I f) 6 6 0.637 0.600 u.bi 0.601

-0.50 t7 fi 7 b 0.791 0.775 0.642 U.bbJ

-1.00 11 I 6 I 0.591 u.6/ 0.609 0.598

-2.U0 L2 I 8 0.625 0.651 0.616 0.582

,.1,2\ - sin2(r) +
3 co6{&) + 5.O

-3.00 15 10 10 10 2.963 3.594 5.714 3.368

1.20 Ni) 21 8 39 Nl) 6.51t' 4.795 r0.861

elr2+7r--3o) - l
3.30 10 I 7 7 0.982 1"001 1.261 0.936

3.50 13 I I 8 1.196 1.316 i.49ti 1.038

3.2 Numerical Experiments

The rnodified methods and Nevrton's method are tested using some functions and

initiat points, which have used [8] and [5]. We compare the CPII time, by running

the program for 30000 times. We stop the program using the following criteria

ll,n+t-rnl ..J['1--''
lf @"*r)l (.,



i:.

r.

It.
C

where e : 1.0842e * 19, machine epsilon. All programs are writen on C-ianguange
and run on Windours PC with Intel Processor at 2.4 GHz. The cornputational resuls
are given in Table 2. From the Table we see that the results or our propose method' (MNM) are comparable radth those of SNM, e:rcept at the starting point no:7.2 for

f (*) : rexp (*') - sinz(r) * 3cos(r) + 5.0, where MNM method needs 39 number
of iterations. Almost in all computatious, MNM method requires fewer time than all
the method we compare here. This matehs what we expet from Tleble 1.

In this presentation, we do not touch the convergence of the propose method, and

this subjects will be presented in the future articles.
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